To thoroughly understand the real strength of bone it must be remembered that the pressure of any weight is distributed in two totally different directions. If we take an ordinary rafter resting on a horizontal beam, and on the apex of the rafter place a considerable weight?greater, in fact, than the rafter can support?what will be the result ? The upright rafter will be " crushed," that is, the ends resting on the beam will be pushed outwards and the angle at the apex will become more and more obtuse. And the horizontal beam ?what will be the effect on it ? The pressure on its ends will be much increased outwards, and it will be "stretched." Engineers in constructing bridges or buildings have in each case to make most careful calculations as to the nature of the strain to be resisted?whether a " crushing" or a " tearing " strain?and have so to arrange their materials as to best resist it. These same considerations have been beautifully provided for in our " long" bones. Careful experiments have been'made as to the strength of various materials to resist strain; some have great power to resist "crushing" but not equal power to resist "stretching" strain, and vice versa.
But when bone was tested, it was found that in proportion to its consistency it has greater power to resist both strains than any other material.
Steel and wrought and cast iron are certainly stronger materials in one way than bone, the former considerably so ; but if both ralter and beam were made of it, the rafter would resist the "crushing" strain, but the beam would come to grief. With cast iron it is the other way about. The beam would resist the strain, but the rafter would be "crushed,'' and wrought iron is like steel in this respect.
But when we take bone, it has almost equal power to resist both strains, and very lucky it is for our welfare that this should be so. At first sight it seems a contradiction that "long "bones requiring to be so strong to resist the strain put upon them should be hollow. It is, however, in accordance with a very important mechanical law, viz., that strength does noS lie in the quantity but in the arrangement of materials.
To heap together more material than conduces to the greatest strength adds weight, not strength, and it is essential that bone should be light as well as strong, that it may accomplish its most important office?ease of locomotion.
It is well known that two pieces of the same kind of wood similar in size and shape, and to all appearance containing the same amount of material, may each be loaded with the same weight, one may bend but not break, the other snap in two. On examining the two pieces of wood the reason is evident, one piece has been cut the long way of the fibre, the wood that snapped has been cut sideways.
In a In the days when it was the desire of every Englishman to go on pilgrimage to the shrine of Thomas a Becket, the ways that led to Canterbury were some of the most frequented in the kingdom.
Parts of the path along which the pilgrims went from Rochester to Canterbury are still plainly to be traced ; as a rule they seem to have avoided the high roads, going over hill and vale in as straight a line as possible to their goal, often keeping for miles under the shelter of the hills, when there were any, and crossing and recrossing them in order to keep to their straight line. Wherever they left the hills and took to the valleys they planted a yew tree, and again planted another when there was any doubt as to which way they had to go, or when they again returned to the hills.
At the present day the direction of their route is very ?easily distinguished by these yew trees ; to a casual observer they appear dotted down in a promiscuous fashion, but one soon sees that there is method in the seeming disorder, and that these yews were the pilgrims' "signposts." Fine old trees some of them are, one of the trunks measuring over -thirty feet in circumference. All 
